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Retro Green Balloons 

Retro green balloon is the most popular balloon 

color in summer, and is also the main balloon color 

produced by Qianjia Balloon brand of Borun 

Balloon Factory in China.At present, the retro 

green balloons produced by China Borun Balloon 

Factory come in a variety of balloon colors, such 

as avocado green, fruit green, olive green and 

light green. Balloons of every color are well 

stocked and ready for delivery. Borun balloon 

factory can take customers to inspect the 

production environment of balloon factory at any time. 

 

 

Product Description 

Borun balloon factory is one of the most professional balloon factories, currently running 5 

balloon production lines, the daily production value of latex balloon is not less than 50,000 

DOLLARS. For retro green balloons, we have been producing for more than 10 years, we 

have a branch factory professional latex balloon colorist, for each kind of balloon color is very 

accurate. Up to now, the company has produced more than 500 million vintage balloons and 

has a market share in both Europe and America. 

  

We are not only specialized in producing retro green balloons, but also very experienced in 

other colors of retro balloons. Our professional colorist will adjust the color of latex balloon 

according to the needs of different customers. If you plan to wholesale retro latex balloons, we 

will first take pictures of the balloon samples that have been produced for you according to 

your color requirements. If you can meet your requirements for retro latex balloons, we can 

send you free samples of latex balloons. 

  

After the accumulation of experience in balloon production, we are very mature in the 

production technology of retro latex balloons. Our latex balloon breakage rate is very low, 

which means that our balloon production cost is reduced a lot, so we are relatively cheap latex 

balloons. 

  

Restoring ancient ways when you embellish the balloon factory in China wholesale latex 

balloons, we will for you in 72 hours of latex balloons, will we have a professional equipment 

during inspection of the quality of latex balloons to order for you, will also have the professional 

balloon production workers between latex balloons, restoring ancient ways for you to keep 

your balloon is perfect.We look forward to hearing from You again via Whats App or via email. 

We will talk to you in detail. 
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